Abstract. A rich v ariety o f v ersion models for software con guration management SCM has been proposed over the years, and understanding of the basic concepts and their interrelations has been growing accordingly. In this paper, we propose a uniform version model as a common base, and discuss this in view of current SCM systems.
Introduction
Version models for software con guration management h a ve been studied for a long time. A version model de nes the data usually objects to be versioned, version identi cation and organization, as well as operations for retrieving existing versions and constructing new versions. In 5 , we h a ve provided a comprehensive o verview of version models realized both in commercial systems and research prototypes. In this paper, we summarize the most essential de nitions and the taxonomy used to describe and compare existing version models Section 2. Subsequently, w e i n vestigate approaches which are aimed at de ning a uniform version model Section 3, and discuss this in view of current SCM systems Section 4. Section 5 contains a conclusion.
Basic De nitions and Taxonomy
Items, versions, version identi ers A version v represents a state of an evolving item i. v is characterized by a pair v = ps; vs, where ps and vs denote a state in the product space and a point in the version space, respectively. A n item covers, e.g., les usually textual and le directories, objects in objectoriented databases, entities, relationships and attributes in EER databases, etc.
A versioned item is an item put under version control in a SCM repository serving as a versioned database, implying that all previous states are individually saved and thus immutable. I n c o n trast, only one state at a time is maintained for an unversioned item, i.e., changes are done by o verwriting. Versioning requires a sameness criterion, i.e., there must be some way to decide whether two v ersions belong to are" the same item. This decision can be performed with the help of a unique identi er, e.g., an OID in the case of software objects.
Within a versioned item, each v ersion must uniquely be identi able through a version identi er, VID. Many SCM systems automatically generate unique version numbers or o er additional symbolic and user-de ned names serving as primary keys. However, a version can also be identi ed by an expression a query over local or global selection-attributes, being general attributes or variables. Each selection-attribute characterizes some logical or functional change.
Revisions and variants According to the type of evolution, versions are traditionally classi ed into revisions and variants. Sequential versions that evolve along the time dimension are called revisions, and are created to x bugs in older versions or to otherwise enhance these. Parallel or alternative v ersions co-existing at a given time are denoted variants.
Deltas, fragments, visibilities All versions of an item share some common properties, which can be represented by u n versioned attributes or relationships. Some of these common properties are constant, e.g., OIDs, and contribute to the above sameness criteria. Which common properties are shared between versions, depend on the speci c version model and the actual data schema.
Versions di er with respect to speci c properties, e.g., represented by nonshared or versioned attributes. The di erence between two v ersions is denoted a delta, and serves to identify the changes and to save space. A directed delta records the e ect of a sequence of modify operations, which, when applied to a version v 1 , yields another version v 2 . In case of embedded deltas, fragments deltas are stored in an interleaved manner. We also have selective deltas, where each linearly-ordered fragment is tagged by a boolean expression over selection-attributes, regulating the visibility of the fragment. The latter characterizes the reasons and nature of a change.
State-based and change-based versioning Version models which focus on the explicit states, such as revisions and variants, of versioned items are called state-based S-B. That is, a delta or change is the di erence b etween two ver-
Some archetypical SCM systems with S-B models are SCCS 20 , RCS 26 and Adele 6 , although with di erent delta implementations.
Change-based C-B models are generalizations of conditional compilation. All variability of an item is expressed by an ordered set D of selective deltas , where each delta is pre xed by a visibility vis. Each delta describes certain changes applied to some base version v 0 , possibly empty. That is, a version is implicit and created as a set of selected changes: v j = v 0 + P f2Djvisg . The visibilities will contain global selection-attributes or an encoding of such, and correspond to change identi ers.
Typical SCM systems with C-B are EPOS with its change-oriented versioning COV model 14 , and NORA with its ICE 27 v ersion model. COV and ICE di er mainly in the logic used to express visibility expressions, but are otherwise similar. SCCS also allows selective deltas, but does not record possible extra merge-changes" when combining two c hanges.
A v ariation of the C-B model is the change-set version model, where deltas from di erent items are grouped into more global deltas to record the implementation of a change request. The di erent c hange-sets may be rather freely combined. A typical SCM system o ering change-sets is Aide-de-Camp 22 .
We can also mention Operation-Based O-B version models, where a version is characterized by a speci c sequence of change-operations. We will not pursue this further.
Note: Even for S-B models, there can be a rather free composition of changes on the con guration level, by treating each v ersioned item as a delta"! On the individual item level, we h a ve to rely on merges, possibly tool-supported.
Version sets, extensional or intensional versioning A v ersioned item is a container, often called a version group, for the set V of all versions. The functionality o f v ersion control is heavily in uenced by the way V is de ned.
In case of extensional versioning, V is de ned by e n umerating its members: 
Both vd a user-de ned version description and c additional internal constraints are boolean expressions over the space of selection-attributes A i . Examples of such attributes are an os-attribute to determine the operating system, or a boolean Fix-attribute to indicate whether a certain bug x should be included.
vd is typically a query over a tuple of attribute values attribute bindings, i.e. a VID. An example is a vd = Unix,X11 that describes a Unix version supporting the X11 window system. c de nes a set of constraints which h a ve to be satis ed by all members of V . An example is mutual exclusion of a SUN and VAX variant.
A given version v is thus the sum" on-the-spot-merge of visible fragments, namely the ones matching q = vd^c.
A comparison: The di erence between extensional and intensional versioning may be illustrated by comparing SCCS or RCS to conditional compilation as supported by the C programming language 12 . SCCS and RCS both store and reconstruct whole versions of text les extensional versioning. On the other hand, the C-preprocessor for conditional compilation will construct any text le, typically a source program, based on the values of preprocessor variables intensional versioning. It will only include those text fragments whose conditions tagged expressions evaluate to true.
Note: Intensional versioning can work against both S-B and C-B, while extensional versioning can only work meaningfully against S-B. See discussion in Section 3.
Version rules Intensional versioning is driven by version rules which m a y either be stored in the versioned database or submitted as part of a query. A constraint is a mandatory rule which m ust be satis ed. Any violation of a constraint indicates an inconsistency, e.g., the SUN and the VAX variant m ust not be selected simultaneously. A preference is an optional rule which is only applied when it may be satis ed, e.g., released module versions are preferred. Finally, a default i s a w eak preference and is only applied when otherwise no unique selection could be performed, e.g., the latest version of the main branch i n a version graph may be selected by default. Both preferences and defaults may thus further supplement a user vd with extra attribute bindings, going from an external and partially bound vd a evd t o a n i n ternal and fully bound one a ivd. Thus the rule part of a versioned database will check and possibly elaborate upon an initial evd, t h us serving as a deductive database: evd, version rules ivd,`messages'.
The number of possible change combinations is exponential, so resolution of version rules may be NP-complete.
The rule base may itself be an evolving entity, e.g., to characterize new changes, to allow merges new combinations of old changes, or to prohibit previous combinations due to bad experiences. We m ust also support new selectionattributes and revise or extend their domains, i.e. a dynamic schema. Simple revisions! of the rule base may su ce, allowing re-generation of old versions con gurations by using the corresponding rule base.
Among SCM systems with a stored rule base, we can mention Adele that allows incremental expansion of high-level vds. High-level evds are also applied by HICOV in EPOS 10 18 , and partly in CVS 2 in using RCS.
Version space To represent the version space, the version set is often organized in a version graph, whose nodes and edges correspond to groups of versions and their relationships, respectively. Each v ersioned item has its local version graph which m a y v ary between the items, as there is no uniform global version graph. For example, in RCS and ClearCase 13 a v ersion graph is organized into branches, each of which consists of a sequence of revisions. Variants can be represented by branches only to a limited extent.
Alternatively, a grid may be used to arrange versions in an n-dimensional space, where each dimension corresponds e.g. to a variant selection-attribute, typically being of boolean or enumerated type.
For example, multi-dimensional variation may be represented this way, e.g., varying the window system, the operating system, the DBMS, etc.
Note, that version graphs and grids are rather closely related. In an unconstrained grid, each point corresponds to a version. By adding constraints, we m a y exclude inconsistent or unreal combinations. For example, consider an n-dimensional grid where each dimension corresponds to a change which m a y either be applied or omitted 18 . Revision chains can be built from constraints of the form c 2 c 1 . That is, if c 2 is applied, the previous change c 1 must be applied as well. Variants correspond to mutually exclusive c hanges, as expressed by v alues of an enumerated type like c1, c2. E.g., c 1 c 2 means that either c 1 or c 2 may be applied.
Granularity, component and product versioning The user normally selects versions of software objects, which are rather coarse-grained items but treated as atomic objects by the SCM system. On the other hand, a SCM system may operate at a much ner granularity text lines or even syntactical tokens to e ectively store, compare, and construct versions of software objects. From the user's point of view, we distinguish between component and product versioning:
In case of component versioning, v ersions of single components are maintained and assembled into composite con gurations. This is called the composition model in 7 . The relations between version spaces of di erent components are de ned by v ersion rules.
In contrast, product versioning establishes a total view of a software product or even an entire database. This is done by arranging versions of all items in a uniform, global version space see e.g. COV 19 against the EPOSDB.
In addition to a version model for general items, we m ust also have a product model and an underlying repository:
Product model This is used to select which items constitute a complete and consistent con guration, whose structure may itself be versioned. AND OR graphs 25 satisfy this need for the S-B model. C-B models require a uni-version view of the database see below, where any relationship can connect any object.
SCM repository, w orkspace In such a v ersioned repository database, the requested versions must be explicitly checked-in and -out towards a uni-versioned, external and usually le-based workspace. A transaction embeds a traditional check-out modify check-in" cycle.
Some SCM systems o er a virtual le system, where a vd dynamically serves as an access lter upon all repository accesses, so-called transparent versioning. This eliminates the need for an explicit workspace, although the repository now must o er a more advanced transaction mechanism.
Examples of virtual le systems are DSEE 15 and its ClearCase 13 successor, and some research SCM systems. In this paper, we will not consider virtual le systems further. Figure 1 . Note that in most cases, the displayed alternatives are not mutually exclusive. In particular, a version model may support both revisions and variants, both state-and change-based versioning, both extensional and intensional versioning, as well as di erent classes of version rules.
3 Towards a Uniform Version Model 3.1 A summary and some problems with existing version models The S-B model is the archetypical version model.
Its main advantage is naturalness. The version space is most often a set of local version graphs, with revisions and variants. All this is simple to understand. Its main disadvantage is an explicit explosion of variants to represent combinations of changes, although automatic merging may alleviate this. It is also di cult to consistently combine versions from di erent objects with structurally di erent v ersion graphs, although version rules may and do help.
The C-B model is more advanced.
Its main advantage is compactness one underlying delta mechanism and generality it applies on all data, and combinability o f c hanges also across items. Its main disadvantage is complexity and weirdness". How to get a comprehensive view of the possible versions and their combinations, including how to represent time? We m ust also nd a way to e ectively limit the combinatorial explosion of possible versions that now are available, through above version rules. So the need for a high-level graphical user interface is high, e.g. how to translate constraints into a visible version graph and how to also display a global transaction graph to capture history? Immutability m ust be secured by extra constraints, saying that no more changes are allowed with a certain vd selection, i.e., a new selection-attribute is needed.
In both models, it is not clear whether a version possesses individual object existence. E.g., in S-B, are versions explicit and rst-class entities, that can play roles in relationships? In C-B, are versions rst-class objects or merely implicit ghost" objects? Further, what about versioned relationships between di erent v ersions, either within the same item or across di erent items, e.g. how to couple a change request to such a transition? All we can say, is that most of the above problems will disappear with a uni-version view of a versioned database, see Section 2. Figure 2 illustrates some proposed versioning models wrt. freedom of combining changes. Below the SCCS" are C-B models, while the other SCM systems represent S-B models. Dimension expressions mean visibilities that are expressions over selection-attributes of enumerated type.
As we see, the degree of combinability o f c hanges increases towards the bottom, as summarized in Figure 3 . The version models used in P-EDIT 21 , DOVE 4 and COPE 1 will not be commented further. 
A uni ed version model: prelude
Understanding of the basic concepts underlying version models has been growing over the years. General agreement upon the" version model for SCM is unlikely to emerge. However, it seems feasible to come up with a basic version mechanism, and an associated tool kit for de ning customized version models. This means provision of a common base layer, plus knobs" to adjust the basic version model. We could conceive o f h a ving a basic version model at the bottom, and let either C-B or S-B be visible or accessible on the top.
Further, how can the two main version models, S-B and C-B, be combined? E.g. one pragmatical and compact solution for general text versioning is to use conditional compilation C-B for variants and RCS S-B for revisions of each variant le". Such a solution can be applied to all kinds of text les, e.g. requirements, code les, test data, documentation, and even make les the product model and project plans the process model.
In an intuitive sense, C-B is the most powerful. So is S-B expressible by C-B, and in case how? For instance, we can mention the more high-level CVS on top of the simpler RCS. Fig. 3 . A c haracterization of di erent v ersion models, adapted after 9 .
A uni ed version model: the overall architecture
We are therefore looking for an instrumentable version engine, o ering a basic delta mechanism and support for version rules graphs. This version engine must be able to support both a S-B or a C-B version model. On top of this, there should be a product data model for the speci c domain, and a exible transaction model. On top of that, we need check-out in facilities for uni-version workspaces or subdatabases, possibly through a virtal le system. The totality of all this constitutes a versioned SCM repository. This is used by external tools such a s editors and compilers, and by SCM support tools, e.g. to enter, display and edit general version and product information. The total architecture is shown in Figure 4 . Below, we will discuss three of these layers: the basic delta storage, the version rule graph, and the product model layer.
Then, which version model is the most basic? All version models are founded on deltas at the lowest level. Both directed and embedded deltas are suitable candidates, which do not predetermine the high-level layers. For example, directed deltas have been used for both S-B and C-B models, respectively for RCS and PIE 8 . And it could be intriguing to explore if the classic SCCS could be used to provide basic deltas for textual data.
In the sequel, we assume selective deltas tagged with general visibility expressions as the basic version layer, although such could be rephrased in terms of directed deltas. The visibilities can be compactly coded by i n ternal visibility numbers, one per unique visibility expression. Experience from EPOS 19 indicates that the space and time demands for selective deltas vs. RCS-like directed deltas are similar: In both cases the space demand is twice that of an unversioned text le, while check-out in time is anyhow dominated by I O time.
We also assume user-de ned and global versioning-attributes, with associated version rules to structure and constrain the version space. Such attributes should be of enumerated type, cf. features in ICE. EPOS uses extended boolean options with domain ffalse, true, unsetg, but enumerated types can be simulated on top of this. Such v ersion rules o er a continuum of combinations, ranging from wild merges" to classicly constrained version graphs. NP-complete evaluation of version rules may be a problem, but experience from EPOS indicate a linear growth in expression lengths with the number of relevant v ersions.
As a product model, we recommend global product versioning as in Section 2. This contrasts with the composition model, which su ers from the complexities of version selections from more or less unrelated version graphs of di erent components. Global version selection is achieved through selection-attributes with a global scope, e.g., an attribute os denotes the operating system throughout the whole software product or a change fix may a ect multiple components. On the other hand, we should try to apply scoping rules as in block-structured languages, cf. product-speci c options in 18 . OID is unversioned and has obvious meaning. GAttr1, etc. are system-de ned and unversioned item attributes, and will normally include a NAME. VAttr1, VAttr2, etc. are user-de ned and unversioned attributes.
ivd is an internal version description, regulating the Status attribute. This attribute has domain Illegal, Raw, Edited, Approved, Compiled, Tested, ..., Released, Frozen. T h us, a not-recorded-before but legal ivd cf. below constraints implies that Status is set to Raw, s a ying that this version choice delta combination has never occurred before. vis a1 , vis a2 , and vis i are visibility expressions over global selection-attributes see below. They also contain a transaction identi er T I D , serving as a global change identi er and used for traceability. These visibilities are, repectively, used to tag versioned attribute values and textual deltas. Attr1, Attr2 etc. are user-de ned and versioned attributes, and all a1 etc. are di erent.
Contents is a special user-de ned and versioned attribute of textual type, containing a sequence of selective deltas.
2. A v ersion schema of global selection-attributes each o f e n umerated types, i.e., meta-data.
There is a linear revision chain of such, each marked with a Timestamp, t o re ect new attributes and revised domains. Both vis, external evd and internal ivd are expressions over these attributes.
3. Version rule base, i.e., also meta-data.
There will be a corresponding revision chain of such rule bases. Each rule base revision will contain a TimeStamp and rules from the following categories over selection-attributes A i , a s s h o wn in Figure 5 .
Rule type Example Comment
Constraints:
Revision-rule A1 A2
Combination of these two
Variant-rule A1 A2
gives the version graph.
Inconsistency logexpr
Marks an illegal combination.
Immutability ivd I.e., ivd cannot be used to write back c hanges later, see below.
Preferences: A3 A4 Defaults: last" changes Using the TI D . Aggregates: An = logexpr Used to express macros; also product-speci c options? The previous T I Dis the starting point if any of this transaction, and serves to de ne the transaction graph. As mentioned, the rule base will map a more high-level and incomplete external evd to a low-level and complete internal ivd, where all relevant selection-attributes are bound. The given Timestamp its default is the present time will select a corresponding and possibly previous version schema and rule base. All fragments having a T I Dyounger than this Timestamp will be discarded upon readaccesses. The current ivd-lter" is applied on the repository for all read-accesses, causing a subset of the visibilities vis to become true. For write-accesses, we apply an ambition to denote the change-scope of the updates, and where ivd 2 ambition and ambition is not marked as immutable cf. COV. When an operation on a fragment delta with visibility vis is performed under an ambition a, the following update rules apply, see Figure 6 . included into other versions, is one of the most di cult problems wrt. visibilities and version rules. I.e. that the current c hange is done for a given point in the version space, but propagated into an entire plane in this space.
In conditional compilation, all" versions are edited at the same time.
In P-EDIT, the user can insert-and-merge the current c hanges into a set of other versions, one at a time. Some concurrent editors allow the same functionality. In COV, the combinatorial change-constraints are expressed partly by the prescribed update rules on local visibilities, and partly by more global versionrules. Indeed, if we did not update the visibilities as shown above, we h a ve to resort to using T I D s to express the more detailed merge"-rules on local changes. In ICE, the ambition for write is equal to the ivd for read. Thus further propagation must be done by pairwise merges for the set of relevant combinations, as in most S-B models. This may w ork ne to realize the desired merges, but is anyhow a patch" on the underlying version model and global version constraints are needed anyhow. In case of wide propagation unbound features, the user is faced with similar problems as in conditional compilation no single-version read view.
External Workspace.
A w orkspace will be established by explicit check-out, or through a virtual le system. All this this is done in a transaction context, see above point.
6. Versioning assistant.
This is needed to generally maintain meta-information: selection-attributes and rules. It will also set evds and ambitions, and do check-out and check-in. It should display product models, version rules graphs, and also transaction graphs.
3. Example version graph:
Below the corresponding version rules are shown, mostly constraints simpli ed. Possible further evolutions might be to reconcile merge F3 and F4, to let F 1 and F2 be independent and not sequential changes, to allow No r walso for V a x etc.
Example 2: Visibility and impact of changes
Consider the following COV-inspired example, with three selection-attributes, A 1, 3 . Consider that we h a ve t wo sets of changes, respectively characterized by A 1 = true and A 2 = true.
We n o w w ant to perform a merge transaction, allowing the result to be visible for all settings of A 3 . W e then set ivd = fA 1 = true; A 2 = true; A 3 = trueg and the ambition = a = fA 1 = true; A 2 = true; A 3 = unsetg. Omitting an attribute from a vd or vis means the attribute is left unset. 
State of the Art
The approach proposed in the last section has been realized to some extent i n the EPOS and NORA research prototypes of C-B SCM systems. Both share a l a yer structures on the left of Figure 8a . Deltas are located at the bottom, version rules are given above, and version graphs can be expressed at the top by underlying version rules. However, the support for evolution of meta-data version schema and version rule base is still limited. The bottom delta layer is neutral to the way the applications decide to structure the version space, e.g. the domains of selection-attributes and the actual version rules graphs. On top of the two base layers, both C-B and S-B version models may be implemented. Here, the version and change combinations are regulated by v ersion rules.
In contrast, S-B SCM systems such as Adele, DSEE and ClearCase exhibit the layer structure on the right Figure 8b : Deltas are used to implement v ersion graphs, on top of which v ersion rules are employed to compose con gurations from components. Thus, the two topmost layers are switched compared to Figure 8a . Note that intensional versioning is applied on top of extensional versioning, and also the following points: The granularity of composition is the software object. Change-based systems such as EPOS operate at a much ner granularity when combining changes. Implementing change-based versioning on top of state-based versioning, as e.g. performed in Asgard 16 , is more di cult than vice versa. On top of the composition model, the granularity is too coarse see above. Furthermore, changes are tied to the versions to which they were applied originally. Since deltas are used in a restrictive manner reconstruction of members of the version graph, they are not tagged with arbitrarily complex expressions, and NP completeness is not an issue.
Then, what about letting the version engine architecture from the last section be incorporated in an standard DBMS? Presently, many SCM systems use a commercial DBMS as a basic repository, like Clearcase using an OODBMS or PCMS using a RDBMS. Further, in a RDBMS the version lter over visibilities can be expressed as a normal read-view, as in the SIO prototype SCM system 3 . However, the data model and the version model are rather entangled in many OODBMSes or CAD systems with versioning support. We rather propose to let the version model be orthogonal to both the actual data model and transaction model as in EPOSDB, e.g. by letting tagged deltas serve as basic storage fragments in some index-sequential le-system.
Conclusion
A uniform version model has to support extensional and intensional versioning, revisions and variants, state-and change-based versioning, and di erent classes of version rules constraints, preferences, defaults. We h a ve proposed a uniform model featuring: one common representation of versioned items, a dynamic schema, dynamic version rules, a versioned repository with workspaces and transactions, and a versioning assistant. Furthermore, we h a ve brie y discussed alternative architectures" realized in di erent SCM systems.
In contrast to our proposal, Katz 11 positions version graphs below v ersion rules. Furthermore, change-based versioning is not covered at all.
Feiler 7 distinguishes four models: checkout checkin, composition, long transaction, and change set. Feiler does not attempt to de ne a uniform base model below. Furthermore, the classi cation is not orthogonal: The composition model and the checkout checkin model are no alternatives; rather, the former is built on top of the latter. Furthermore, long transactions can be used in combination with any approach to specifying a con guration.
Anyhow, further implementation and experimentation is needed to validate the ideas presented in this paper.
